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Abstract 
 

A wireless sensor network are spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such 
as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main location. Denial of service (DoS) 
is one of the most common attacks in the wireless ad-hoc sensor network. Vampire attacks are a kind of denial of service attacks which 
consumes energy that leads to complete draining battery-life of the nodes in the network. Since the nodes are battery powered, the 
network lifetime is minimized. So communication between nodes cannot be made properly and also the packet does not reach the 
destination during transmission. This attack can be done by either extending the path of nodes or it may form a loop in packet 
transmission route. In this paper, we present plgpa algorithm on secure packet transmission against vampire attack. This paper gives an 
idea of few algorithms to overcome the vampire attack and provide secure packet forwarding in wireless ad-hoc sensor networks. 

Keywords: - Wireless sensor networks, Wireless ad-hoc networks, Denial of service, Vampire attacks.

1. Introduction 

 The development of wireless sensor networks was motivated by military applications such as battlefield surveillance; 
today such networks are used in many industrial and consumer applications, such as industrial process monitoring and 
control, machine health monitoring, and so on.The WSN is built of "nodes" – from a few to several hundreds or even 
thousands, where each node is connected to one (or sometimes several) sensors.  

Each such sensor network node has typically several parts: a radio transceiver with an internal antenna or connection to an 
external antenna, a microcontroller, an electronic circuit for interfacing with the sensors and an energy source, usually 
a battery or an embedded form of energy harvesting. 

A sensor node might vary in size from that of a shoebox down to the size of a grain of dust, although functioning "motes" 
of genuine microscopic dimensions have yet to be created. The cost of sensor nodes is similarly variable, ranging from a 
few to hundreds of dollars, depending on the complexity of the individual sensor nodes. Size and cost constraints on sensor 
nodes result in corresponding constraints on resources such as energy, memory, computational speed and communications 
bandwidth. The topology of the WSNs can vary from a simple star-network to  advanced multi-hop wireless mesh network. 
The propagation technique between the hops of the network can be routing or flooding.  
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Fig 1. Wireless sensor network 

 
 
 
Attacks on Sensor Network Routing 
Many sensor network routing protocols are quite simple, and for this reason are sometimes even more susceptible to attacks 
against general ad-hoc routing protocols. Most network layer attacks against sensor networks fall into one of the following 
categories.  

• Spoofed, altered, or replayed routing information  

• Selective forwardings  

• Sinkhole attacks  

•  Sybil attacks  

Every sensor has wireless communication capability and some level of intelligence for signal processing and networking of 
the data. There are two ways to classify wireless ad hoc sensor networks. First, whether the nodes are individually 
addressable, and second, whether the data in the network is aggregated. Due to Denial of service attack, the network may 
lead to performance degradation and loss of productivity. The attack can be done by adversary nodes. The aim of adversary 
nodes is to “resource depletion attack”, by disabling the network which affects the communication path between nodes. It is 
one of the types of denial of service attack which causes damage to network by entirely depletes energy of node’s battery-
life. “Vampire-attack” is a kind of denial of service.  

1.1 Vampire Attack 
 

We define a Vampire attack as the composition and transmission of a message that causes more energy to be consumed by 
the network than if an honest node transmitted a message of identical size to the same destination, although using different 
packet headers. We measure the strength of the attack by the ratio of network energy used in the benign case to the energy 
used in the malicious case, i.e. the ratio of network-wide power utilization with malicious nodes present to energy usage 
with only honest nodes when the number and size of packets sent remains constant. Safety from Vampire attacks implies 
that this ratio is 1. Energy use by malicious nodes is not considered, since they can always unilaterally drain their own 
batteries.VWe define a Vampire attack as the composition and transmission of a message that causes more energy to be 
consumed by the network than if an honest node transmitted a message of identical size to the same destination, although 
using different packet headers. We measure the strength of the attack by the ratio of network energy used in the benign case 
to the energy used in the malicious case, i.e. the ratio of network-wide power utilization with malicious nodes present to 
energy usage with only honest nodes when the number and size of packets sent remains constant. Safety from Vampire 
attacks implies that this ratio is 1. Energy use by malicious nodes is not considered, since they can always unilaterally drain 
their own batteries.The vampire attack is made by adversary node which makes energy consumption between nodes thereby 
draining the battery-life. So, the communication cannot be made properly and the packet transmission may not attain the 
goal.  
 
1.1.1  Carousel Attack 
 
The vampire attack can be done by two ways. The first attack is carousel attack which forms routing loops. Since, the 
malicious node sends packet in circle that allows a single packet to repeatedly traverse the same set of nodes which lead 
draining of battery life.  
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Fig 2. An honest route would exit the loop immediately from node E to Sink, but a malicious 

 packet makes its way around the loop twice more before exiting. 
 
1.1.2 Stretch Attack 
 
The second attack is stretch attack; the adversary node can increase the length of path between nodes in a network. So the 
packet will travel along with unnecessary node instead of simple path to reach destination.  

 
Fig 3.  Honest route is dotted while malicious route is dashed. The last link to the sink is shared. 

 
Those kinds of malicious nodes have to be identified to provide a necessary action to avoid these attacks. It can be done 
through route discovery and route maintenance process. The route discovery can be done by adding history thereby it will 
avoid carousel attack and route maintenance to make sure of security by performing the signature between communicating 
path nodes. The identified problem can be solved by newly-provable algorithm called “secure packet transmission”. 
Malicious nodes have injected necessary information or altering honest node’s messages. For example, an attacker can 
forge messages to convince honest nodes to route packets in a way from the right destination. Vampire attack is also called 
as resource depletion attack. It mainly focuses on draining node’s battery life which results that the network lifetime is 
reduced. 

 

 2. Research Background 

A very early mention of power exhaustion can be found in as “sleep deprivation torture.” As per the name, the proposed 
attack prevents nodes from entering a low-power sleep cycle, and thus deplete their batteries faster. Newer research on 
“denialof- sleep” only considers attacks at the medium access control (MAC) layer.Additional work mentions resource 
exhaustion at the MAC and transport layers but only offers rate limiting and elimination of insider adversaries as potential 
solutions. Malicious cycles (routing loops) have been briefly mentioned but no effective defenses are discussed other than 
increasing efficiency of the underlying MAC and routing protocols or switching away from source routing. Even in non-
power-constrained systems, depletion of resources such as memory, CPU time, and bandwidth may easily cause problems. 
A popular example is the SYN flood attack, wherein adversaries make multiple connection requests to a server, which will 
allocate resources for each connection request, eventually running out of resources, while the adversary, who allocates 
minimal resources, remains operational (since he does not intend to ever complete the connection handshake). Such attacks 
can be defeated or attenuated by putting greater burden on the connecting entity (e.g. SYN cookies, which offload the 
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initial connection state onto the client, or cryptographic puzzles. These solutions place minimal load on legitimate clients 
who only initiate a small number of connections, but deter malicious entities who will attempt a large number. Note that 
this is actually a form of rate limiting, and not always desirable as it punishes nodes who produce bursty traffic but may not 
send much total data over the lifetime of the network. Since Vampire attacks rely on amplification, such solutions may not 
be sufficiently effective to justify the excess load on legitimate nodes. There is also significant past literature on attacks and 
defenses against quality of service (QoS) degradation, or reduction of quality (RoQ) attacks, that produce long-term 
degradation in network performance.  
The focus of this work is on the transport layer rather than routing protocols, so these defenses are not applicable. 
Moreover, since Vampires do not drop packets, the quality of the malicious path itself may remain high (although with 
increased latency). Other work on denial of service in ad-hoc wireless networks has primarily dealt with adversaries who 
prevent route setup, disrupt communication, or preferentially establish routes through themselves to drop, manipulate, or 
monitor packets.The effect of denial or degradation of service on battery life and other finite node resources has not 
generally been a security consideration, making our work tangential to the research mentioned above. Protocols that define 
security in terms of path discovery success, ensuring that only valid network paths are found, cannot protect against 
Vampire attacks, since Vampires do not use or return illegal routes or prevent communication in the short term. Current 
work in minimal-energy routing, which aims to increase the lifetime of power-constrained networks by using less energy to 
transmit and receive packets (e.g. by minimizing wireless transmission distance) , is likewise orthogonal: these protocols 
focus on cooperative nodes and not malicious scenarios. Additional on power-conserving medium access control (MAC), 
upper-layer protocols, and cross-layer Cooperation . However, Vampires will increase energy usage even in minimal-
energy routing scenarios and when power-conserving MAC protocols are used; these attacks cannot be prevented at the 
MAC layer or through cross-layer feedback. Attackers will produce packets which traverse more hops than necessary, so 
even if nodes spend the minimum required energy to transmit packets, each packet is still more expensive to transmit in the 
presence of Vampires. Our work can be thought of attack-resistant minimal-energy routing, where the adversary’s goal 
includes decreasing energy savings. Deng et al. discuss path-based DoS attacks and defenses in, including using one-way 
hash chains to limit the number of packets sent by a given node, limiting the rate at which nodes can transmit packets. 
While this strategy may protect against traditional DoS, where the malefactor overwhelms honest nodes with large amounts 
of data, it does not protect against “intelligent” adversaries who use a small number of packets or do not originate packets 
at all. As an example of the latter, Aad et al. show how protocol-compliant malicious intermediaries using intelligent 
packet-dropping strategies can significantly degrade performance of TCP streams traversing those nodes . Our adversaries 
are also protocol-compliant in the sense that they use well-formed routing protocol messages. However, they either produce 
messages when honest nodes would not, or send packets with protocol headers different from what an honest node would 
produce in the same situation.  

Another attack that can be thought of as path-based is the wormhole attack. It allows two nonneighboring 
malicious nodes with either a physical or virtual private connection to emulate a neighbor relationship, even in secure 
routing systems.These links are not made visible to other network members, but can be used by the colluding nodes to 
privately exchange messages. Similar tricks can be played using directional antennas. These attacks deny service by 
disrupting route discovery, returning routes that traverse the wormhole and may have artificially low associated cost 
metrics (such as number of hops or discovery time, as in rushing attacks ). While the authors propose a defense against 
wormhole and directional antenna attacks (called “Packet Leashes” ), their solution comes at a high cost and is not always 
applicable. First, one flavor of Packet Leashes relies on tightly synchronized clocks, which are not used in most off-the-
shelf devices. Second, the authors assume that packet travel time dominates processing time, which may not be borne out in 
modern wireless networks, particularly low-power wireless sensor networks. 
 

2.1 Secure Transmission using PLGPa Algorithm 

Function secure_forward_packet(p) 

s ← extract_source_address(p); 

a ← extract_attestation(p); 

if (not verify_source_sig(p)) or 

(empty(a) and not is_neighbor(s)) or 

(not saowf_verify(a)) then 

           return ; /* drop(p) */ 

foreach node in a do 
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prevnode ← node; 

if (not are_neighbors(node, prevnode)) or 

(not making_progress(prevnode, node)) then 

                 return ; /* drop(p) */ 

c ← closest_next_node(s); 

p′ ← saowf_append(p); 

if is_neighbor(c) then 

forward(p′, c); 

else 

forward(p′, next_hop_to_non_neighbor(c)); 

 
 
 
3. Experiments & Results 

 

 
 

Fig.4.  Node energy distribution under various attack scenarios. 
Results shown are based on a single packet sent by the attacker. 
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Fig.5.  A malicious node transmitting 1, 10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000 messages with artificially long paths. 

 
4. Performance Considerations 
 

PLGPa includes path attestations, increasing the size of every packet, incurring penalties in terms of bandwidth use, 
and thus radio power. Adding extra packet verification requirements for intermediate nodes also increases processor 
utilization, requiring time and additional power. Of course there is nothing to be gained in completely non-adversarial 
environments, but in the presence of even a small number of malicious nodes, the increased overhead becomes worthwhile 
when considering the potential damage of Vampire attacks. The bandwidth overhead of our attestation scheme is minimal, 
as chain signatures are compact (less than 30 bytes). Comparatively, a minimum-size DSR route request packet with no 
route, payload, or additional options is 12 bytes ; we used 512-byte data packets in our simulations. The additional 
bandwidth, therefore, is not significant, increasing per-packet transmit power by about 4.8µJ, plus roughly half for 
additional power required to receive . Energy expenditure for cryptographic operations at intermediate hops is, 
unfortunately, much greater than transmit or receive overhead, and much more dependent on the specific chipset used to 
construct the sensor. However, we can make an educated guess about expected performance and power costs. Highly-
optimized software-only implementations of AES-128, a common symmetric cryptographic primitive, require about 10 to 
15 cycles per byte of data on modern 32-bit x86 processors without AES-specific instruction sets or cryptographic 
coprocessors.Due to the rapid growth in the mobile space and increased awareness of security requirements, there has been 
significant recent work in evaluating symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic performance on inexpensive and low-power 
devices. Bos et al. report AES-128 performance on 8-bit microcontrollers of 124.6 and 181.3 CPU cycles per byte , and 
Feldhofer et al.report just over 1000 cycles per byte using low-power custom circuits . Surprisingly, although asymmetric 
cryptography is generally up to two orders of magnitude slower than symmetric, McLoone and Robshaw demonstrate a fast 
and low-power implementation of an asymmetric cryptosystem for use in RFID tags . Their circuitry uses 400 to 800 cycles 
per round (on 8- and 16 bit architectures, respectively) in the high-current configuration (comparable in terms of clock 
cycles to AES for RFID , but with half to one-tenth the gates and vastly less power), and 1088 cycles when using about 6 
times less current. 

 Chain signatures are a somewhat more exotic construction, and require bilinear maps, potentially requiring even more 
costly computation than other asymmetric cryptosystems. Bilinear maps introduce additional difficulties in estimating 
overhead due to the number of “pairings”from which implementers can choose. Kawahara et al. use Tate pairings, which 
are almost universally accepted as the most efficient , and show that their Java implementation has similar mobile phone 
performance as 1024-bit RSA  or 160-bit elliptic curve (ECC)  cryptosystems . Scott et al. show that modern 32-bit 
smartcards can compute Tate pairings in as little as 150ms — comparable efficiency to symmetric cryptography. 
Furthermore, English et al. show how to construct hardware to perform bilinear map operations in about 75,000 cycles at 
50MHz (1.5ms) using 5.79µJ. When using specialized hardware for bilinear map computation, power requirements for 
chain signature-compatible cryptographic operations are roughly equivalent to for transmission of the 30-byte chain 
signature. Assuming a node performs both signature verification as well as a signature append operation, adding 
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attestations to PLGP introduces roughly the same overhead as increasing packet sizes by 90 bytes, taking into account 
transmit power and cryptographic operations. Without specialized hardware, we estimate cryptographic computation 
overhead, and thus increased power utilization, of a factor of 2–4 per packet on 32-bit processors, but mostly independent 
of the route length or the number of nodes in the network: while the hop record and chain signature do grow, their size 
increase is negligible. In other words, the overhead is constant (O(1)) for a given network configuration (maximum 
pathlength), and cannot be influenced by an adversary. Fortunately, hardware cryptographic accelerators are increasingly 
common and inexpensive to compensate for increased security demands on low-power devices, which lead to increased 
computational load and reduced battery life  In total, the overhead on the entire network of PLGPa when using 32-bit 
processors or dedicated cryptographic accelerator is the energy equivalent of 90 additional bytes per packet, or a factor 
O(xλ), where λ is the path length between source and destination and x is 1.2–7.5, depending on average packet size (512 
and 12 bytes, respectively). Even without dedicated hardware, the cryptographic computation required for PLGPa is 
tractable even on 8-bit processors, although with up to a factor of 30 performance penalty, but this hardware configuration 
is increasingly uncommon. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 

Vampire attacks, a new class of resource consumption attacks that use routing protocols to permanently disable ad hoc 
wireless sensor networks by depleting nodes’ battery power. These attacks do not depend on particular protocols or 
implementations, but rather expose vulnerabilities in a number of popular protocol classes. Here depending on the location 
of the adversary, network energy expenditure during the forwarding phase increases drastically. The proposed technique 
routing protocol are provably bounds damage from Vampire attacks by verifying that packets consistently make progress 
toward their destinations and reduce the reimbursement. Derivation of damage bounds and defenses for topology discovery, 
as well as handling mobile networks, is left for future work.  
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